Tailings Clay Challenge
SOLUTION DESCRIPTION:

CHALLENGE SPONSOR:

This challenge seeks solutions to modify clay properties
(e.g., surface, bulk, chemical, physical, etc.) to effect
beneficial changes in tailings behaviour. Two examples of
changes of interest include:

COSIA’s Tailings EPA is sponsoring this challenge.

•

•

Surface modification of clay minerals to enhance
dewatering and consolidation rates in excess of
currently available treatment technologies based on
anionic polymeric flocculants
Improved understanding of clay – water – organic
interactions in fluid fine tailings, as well as associated
minerals that contribute to observed fluid properties,
and how such interactions can be leveraged to
enhance the positive attributes of high surface area
clay minerals for sequestration of Constituents of
Potential Concern (CoPCs).

The Tailings EPA is seeking solutions to transform
tailings from waste into a substrate that speeds land and
water reclamation, without causing negative
environmental impacts in other areas.
COSIA has four Environmental Priority Areas
(EPAs): Water, Land, Tailings, and Greenhouse Gases
(GHGs).

CREATED: September 28, 2017
All projects are evaluated and actioned
as they are received.
For more information on this COSIA Challenge please visit www.cosia.ca
Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation Alliance (COSIA) accelerates the pace of environmental performance improvement in Canada’s oil
sands through collaborative action and innovation. COSIA Members represent more than 90 per cent of oil sands production. We
bring together innovators and leading thinkers from industry, government, academia and the wider public to identify and advance
new transformative technologies. Challenges are one way we articulate an actionable innovation need, bringing global innovation
capacity to bear on global environmental challenges.
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WHAT TO SUBMIT TO COSIA
COSIA requires sufficient non-confidential, non-proprietary
information to properly evaluate the technology.
Some items that will be especially important to present in
your submission are:

FUNDING, FINANCIALS, AND
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
COSIA Members are committed to identifying
emerging technologies and funding the development
of the technologies to the point of commercialization,
while protecting the Intellectual Property (IP) rights of
the owner of the technology.

•

Concept and basic unit operations

•

Technical justification for the approach (e.g. laboratory
batch or continuous experiments; pilot or demo plants;
process modeling; literature precedent)

•

Describe quantities and qualities of utilities and
consumables that are required

Successful proposals can receive funding from
COSIA members to develop and demonstrate the
technology in an oil sands application. Multiple
technologies may be funded, at the discretion of the
Members.

•

Energy inputs – quantity and type(s)

HOW TO SUBMIT TO COSIA

•

Capital and operating cost estimates if available based on
described capacity targets

•

3rd party verification of your proposed technology. 3rd
party verifiers should be reputable, independent
engineering companies if possible

Submit a summary of your solution using COSIA’s
Environmental Technology Assessment Portal (ETAP) Process, available at:
http://www.cosia.ca/initiatives/etap/ideasubmission-form

•

Basis of cost estimation, including estimation scope,
contingency, etc.

•

IP status of your proposed technology

•

What operating environment restrictions might your
technology face:
–

Explosive atmospheres

–

Severe weather

–

Power fluctuations

Please note: ETAP is a staged
submission process. The initial
submission requires only a brief
description and limited technical
information. Upon review by COSIA,
additional information may be
requested. Instructions for
submission are provided on the ETAP site.
All information provided is non-confidential.
COSIA will respond to all submissions.
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DETAILED SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
The COSIA Tailings Environmental Priority Area Steering Committee seeks leading-edge
technologies to explore the bulk and surface attributes of oil sands clay minerals to effect a
beneficial behavioral change in the tailings. The solution may leverage a considerable body of
open literature that describes the chemistry, behavior, and unique properties of oil sands
tailings. The solution will have a path to scale-up to a commercial deployment.
Such a modification could take several forms. Some examples, meant to inspire, but not to
limit, include:
•

•

•

Improvement for reclamation timelines. Clay properties determine tailings behaviours
and, in turn, reclamation timelines. Modification of clay properties to accelerate
dewatering and consolidation, would facilitate reclamation activities. Examples of such a
change could include modifying the clay surface area to be hydrophobic to repel water to
facilitate / accelerate separation of clay and water.
Modification for sequestration of CoPCs. Poor dewatering and consolidation rates
associated with oil sands fluid fine tailings are driven largely by clay minerals in fluid fine
tailings. There is an opportunity to take advantage of high surface area clay minerals
towards minimizing the footprint of fluid fine tailings and getting tailings ponds ready for
terrestrial or aquatic reclamation, including permanent sorption sites for metals, organic
CoPCs and CO2 while accelerating the in-situ dewatering rates of fluid fine tailings.
Modification to facilitate biological treatment/processes. Modification of clay chemistry
could improve the characteristics of the clays as a substrate for biological use to
increase algal or microbial activity. Such an example could include accelerating tailings
consolidation, increasing CO2 consumption, or production of a beneficial algal byproduct.

Such modifications should improve understanding of the clay properties and behaviours and
would build on the considerable body of work in the public domain, some of which are
referenced in the background section.
Solutions should not adversely impact the water chemistry or introduce novel agents that
negatively affect extraction or reclamation targets.
Quantitative metrics:
A successful solution will substantially accelerate tailings dewatering beyond the Liquid Limit,
usually around a clay to water ratio of 1.2, or >~60wt% +/-5 wt% solids for a fines dominated
material such as FFT.
Of note – the immobile surface layer surrounding the clays is on the order of 1.2-1.6 nm in
thickness, and as much as 2.5 nm in thickness. Removing all water from the clays except for
the immobile surface layer typically results in a material near the liquid limit. Therefore, to
dewater to the liquid limit and beyond will require a change in the properties of the clays
themselves. This is, at its core, the reason for this Challenge Statement.
An objective is to modify the clay properties to achieve dewatering beyond this point within
reasonable timeframe under saturated self-weight consolidation only in a deep depositional cell.
This index performance should not include alternative drying techniques such as wick drains,
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freeze/thaw, desiccation, etc. The typical thickness of deep deposits could range from <10m to
~60m, and the dewatering timeframes could range a few years to a few decades, depending on
the thickness of the deposit. This can be tested using a geotechnical beam centrifuge and/or
through Seepage Induced Consolidation / Large Strain Consolidation testing and numerical
modeling to predict consolidation rates. The solution should report these results for comparison
against other potential solutions.
However, to screen techniques and formulations internally, lab tests are recommended, such
as:
•
•
•
•

Glass graduated cylinder settling tests for initial dewatering
Capillary Suction Test for higher density FFT initial dewatering
Centrifuge index tests for higher density FFT dewatering
A Specific Resistance to Filtration using a pressure filtration setup can be used in the lab
to compare solutions

To be comparable, solutions should leverage ASTM standards for measuring and characterizing
the clays, water, and organics using oil sands process affected water:
•
•
•
•

Methylene blue testing for clay activity (using the COSIA recommended method)
PSD are recommended for characterization (Laser diffraction is sufficient)
Atterburg Limits are recommended for evaluating the efficacy of the solution
XRD for clay characterization is welcome but may not be critical

BACKGROUND
Surface mined oil sands operations are currently restricted to the Cretaceous McMurray
Formation in the Athabasca oil sands deposit of North-Eastern Alberta, Canada. The McMurray
Formation consists of several depositional environments with fluvial sands at the base
transitioning to tidally influenced deposits through to marine sands at the top of the formation.
Grain sizes vary from coarse sands in the fluvial channels to fine-grained clay-rich overbank
deposits. The formation is not lithified and paleosols in some zones preserve Cretaceous aged
soils.
Bitumen in the oil sands is biodegraded oil that migrated from source rocks buried to the west of
the current deposits. Oil biodegradation to bitumen resulted in very low API gravity (around 8°).
Consequently, this bitumen does not flow and is mined. Bitumen content in the formation is
variable with the mineable range between 6 and 18 wt% bitumen. Mined oil sands contain up to
5 wt.% connate water and 80 – 85 wt% mineral solids. The overall formation consists of greater
than 75 wt.% of the mineral solids as coarse sand (>44 µm) and the fine mineral component
(<44 µm) is primarily silt sized. The clay-sized fraction (<2µm) dominates the behavior of fluid
fine tailings, and are typically phyllosilicates. These phyllosilicate minerals span a range of
properties. The most dominant phyllosilicate is the kaolin group. Kaolinite range from crystalline
to highly disordered with specific surface areas ranging from less than 10 m2/g to greater than
200 m2/g. The surface of the smallest kaolinite crystallites show significant smectitic behavior
with occasional concretions of nanocrystalline iron oxides and organic matter. The second most
abundant mineral is mica, which also range from detrital, silt-sized muscovite to partially
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depotassifed mica (or illite) and illite-smectite (up to 70:30) with specific surface areas over 200
m2/g.
To extract bitumen from oil sands, up to 1 m3 of water per tonne of ore is mixed then transported
in hydro-transport lines to liberate bitumen from the mineral solids. The bitumen is recovered in
a froth layer in a primary separation vessel and flotation cells, while the bulk of the minerals are
removed in both the fine and coarse tailings streams, which are often combined into a whole
tailings stream. A small proportion of the mineral solids report to the bitumen froth and are
subsequently recovered during secondary processing to further purify the bitumen. This is
called the froth treatment tailings and is often separated from the whole tailings stream.
In conventional tailings deposition and dyke cell construction, tailings slurry, consisting of whole
tailings or cyclone underflow is pipelined and discharged onto the tailings beaches inside the
dyke or discharged into cells where dozers compact the material to form dykes. Upon
discharge, the tailings slurry segregates such that the coarse sand material settles out near the
discharge location and the release water runs down the beach to a pond, taking the fine-grained
particles with it. The fines-water mixture (approximately 10 wt.% solids), reports to the pond at
the end of the beach, and is commonly referred to as thin fine tailings (TFT). After a short time,
the TFT settles to a somewhat denser state, about 30% solids by mass, and is referred to as
mature fine tailings (MFT). TFT and MFT are both considered to be fluid fine tailings (FFT).
Over 80% of the water used in the extraction process, referred to as oil sands process water or
OSPW is recycled from the tailings ponds.
Over the past four decades, the industry has developed and deployed several technologies to
rapidly dewater FFT so that the tailings can be reclaimed into a terrestrial landform. These
technologies include non-segregating, consolidated or composite tailings, thickening,
centrifugation, inline flocculation and deposition in thin lifts to achieve rapid initial dewatering. In
all cases, the material created is further allowed to consolidate within a footprint amenable to
terrestrial reclamation by using a variety of techniques including, wick drains, sand surcharge or
atmospheric drying, amongst others. Ultimately, the dewatering of tailings is dictated by particle
size with fine tailings dewatering at a slower rate than coarser tailings as permeability is heavily
influenced by porosity (or void ratio).
This COSIA challenge combines the dewatering outcome of the technologies described above
with sequestration of CoPCs such that as the deposit created settles and consolidates faster
and expressed pore water or leachate from the deposit meet the regulatory guidelines
appropriate for the final intended terrestrial or aquatic landform. CoPCs include residual bitumen
in tailings, ultrafine phyllosilicate and associated minerals, metals and organic toxicity
precursors.

APPROACHES NOT OF INTEREST
The following approaches are not of interest:
•

•

Solutions that cannot be explained based on fundamental sciences - these will
be subject to a higher degree of scrutiny and subject to a higher standard of
empirical testing to demonstrate robustness of the approach.
Use of synthetic tailings to determine a process fix in isolation, without reference
to real oil sand tailings behaviors.
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•

Chemical or physical property interrogation that repeats the literature (except
where improved method leads to more insight/overturns previous thinking). This
will require the successful project team to be conversant with the available
literature.
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